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Summary
The effectiveness and practicality of leading-edge
systems for suction laminar-flow control on trans-
port airplanes have been investigated in a NASA
flight-test program utilizing a modified JetStar air-
plane. The leading-edge region imposes the most
severe conditions on systems required for any type
of laminar-flow control. Tests of the leading-edge
systems, therefore, provided definitive results as to
the feasibility of active laminar-flow control on air-
planes. The test airplane was operated under com-
mercial transport operating procedures from various
commercial airports and at various seasons of the
year.
Two types of suction system with their related
subsystems were investigated--suction through mul-
tiple slots and suction through surface perforations.
Results with the perforated-surface suction system
are reported herein. The flight tests demonstrated
successful packaging of required systems into the
wing leading-edge volume anticipated for small fu-
ture laminar-flow transports. The flight tests also
demonstrated required effectiveness and probable
practicality of a perforated-surface suction system in
combination with a leading-edge flap and freezing-
point depressant for insect contamination avoidance
and anti-icing. These results are considered to be
a major step forward in the evolution of suction
laminar-flow control for transport airplanes.
Introduction
As part of a NASA-industry development pro-
gram on active laminar-flow control (LFC) with suc-
tion, initiated in the mid-1970's, a flight-test pro-
gram with a modified JetStar airplane was conducted
to provide definitive information on the effective-
ness and reliability of various LFC subsystems. The
leading-edge region of a laminar-flow wing for a high-
subsonic-speed transport airplane was selected as the
test region because the especially difficult techni-
cal and design challenges associated with this region
must be overcome before active laminar-flow control
can be considered a viable transport design option.
In addition, the required subsystems for this region
are equally applicable to the concept of hybrid LFC
(a combination of active LFC from the leading edge
to near the front spar and passive LFC from that
point back) and to the concept of active LFC to the
more rearward positions. Subsystems that must be
integrated into the limited volume of the leading-edge
box include those required for boundary-layer suc-
tion, avoidance of surface contamination, anti-icing,
and purging of fluids from the suction elements. The
external wing surfaces must also be exceptionally
smooth and capable of resisting the effects of ero-
sion, corrosion, and foreign-object damage. No at-
tempt was made in these tests to maintain laminar
flow to positions aft of the wing front spar.
Design, fabrication, and ground testing of vari-
ous approaches to the required LFC subsystems have
been under way for several years in an attempt to de-
velop economical solutions that satisfy the laminar-
flow constraints. Developments included both the
multiple-slot-surface and the perforated-surface ap-
proach to boundary-layer suction. Subsystems with
the potential to meet the LFC requirements for both
the slotted-surface and the perforated-surface ap-
proach were installed in the JetStar leading-edge box
regions (slotted on the left wing and perforated on
the right wing). The flight-test program included
initial checkout of all systems and instrumentation
and determination of settings for the suction-air and
fluid-flow rates and distributions. The principal ef-
fort was demonstration of the ability to attain the de-
sign extent of laminar flow under routine operational
conditions representative of LFC subsonic commer-
cial transport airplanes and to provide some deter-
ruination of maintenance requirements.
During simulation of typical transport operations,
the suction system was operated in a hands-off mode
(except for on-off inputs), and a goal of at least two
operations per day was imposed. The airplane was
operated in different geographical areas, seasons of
the year, and weather conditions in order to im-
pose a variety of representative atmospheric environ-
ments. The airplane remained outdoors at all times
and no protective measures were taken to lessen the
impact of adverse weather or contamination on the
test articles. Each flight consisted of ground queuing,
taxi, takeoff, climb to cruise altitude, cruise for suffi-
cient time to determine possible atmospheric effects
on laminar flow, descent, landing, and taxi, with all
conditions representative of airline operations.
Only the system performance aspects for the
perforated-surface approach during the simulated
airline flights are evaluated herein. Results for the
slotted-surface approach and for other associated in-
vestigations with the JetStar are included in other
reports (e.g., ref. 1). Overviews of the entire program
and brief summaries of pertinent flight results for
both the slotted-surface and the perforated-surface
approach are presented in references 2 to 6.
This Leading-Edge Flight-Test (LEFT) Program
was initiated as part of a joint NASA-industry ef-
fort on the development of lanfinar-flow control tech-
nology under the NASA Langley Research Center
Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program. The
authors gratefully acknowledge the significant con-
tributions made during the course of the program
by R. D. Wagner, M. C. Fischer, A. S. Wright,
R. S. Baron, and D. F. Fisher of NASA and W. E.
Pearce, D. E. McNay, and J. A. Thelander of
the Douglas Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas
Corporation.
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Test Article
Systems
The perforated-surface leading-edge test article
(LETA), developed and fabricated by the Douglas
Aircraft Co., was installed on the right wing of the
NASA JetStar airplane and was designed to pro-
duce laminar flow on the upper wing surface only
to the front spar (13 percent chord) during high-
altitude cruise flight. References 6 to 9 describe
the perforated-surface LETA developments. Figure 1
presents an exploded view of the principal compo-
nents. The LETA was faired into the basic JetStar
wing surface in the inboard, outboard, and rearward
directions with fiberglass fairings. The planform in
figure 2 shows that the test article was installed be-
tween wing stations 134.750 and 196.000, the origi-
nal location of the wing fuel tanks. The test article
was dimensionally about equivalent to the leading-
edge box of a DC-9-30 airplane at the mean aero-
dynamic chord, an indication that the required sys-
tems can be packaged into the volume available in
a small commercial transport. Thus one objective of
the JetStar program is satisfied. Two photographs of
the JetStar airplane showing the perforated-surface
LETA are presented in figures 3 and 4.
Suction. The leading-edge surface consisted of
suction strips with about 62 percent of the perfo-
rated surface open and about 38 percent of the per-
forated surface blocked where the titanium skin was
bonded to the corrugated carbon-fiberglass substruc-
ture (fig. 5). An electron-beam process was used
to perforate the 0.025-in.-thick titanium skin with
a uniform array of 0.0025-in.-diameter holes spaced
0.035 in. apart, yielding a high-quality aerodynamic
suction surface. Suction ducts or flutes collected the
sucked air, which was then routed to the suction
source (refs. 7 and 8). Suction flow from each of
15 flutes (fig. 6) was controlled individually (ref. 10).
Contamination avoidance. The concept selected
for avoiding insect contamination consisted of a re-
tractable leading-edge shield (fig. 5) extended dur-
ing takeoff and landing (at altitudes below approxi-
mately 4000 ft). On a transport airplane, this shield
may also be designed to act as a Krueger-type high-
lift device, although for this experiment it was de-
signed to carry only a small amount of lift because
the shield was installed on only one wing. Fluid-
spray nozzles were also incorporated on the shield
underside to augment the insect-protection effective-
ness of the shield; previous analyses and wind-tunnel
tests (ref. 7) had indicated that this precaution might
be necessary. A fluid solution consisting of 60 per-
cent propylene glycol methyl ether (PGME) and
40 percent water was sprayed from these nozzles onto
the wing leading edge at altitudes below approxi-
mately 1000 ft at a rate of about 0.2 gal/min for
each 1 ft of span (ref. 6). This PGME solution had
no measurable effect on the airplane materials used
and, because it was a freezing-point depressant, it
also provided wing anti-icing.
Anti-icing. As previously indicated, the re-
tractable leading-edge shield and spray nozzles pro-
vided the wing with an anti-icing capability when
needed. The shield itself was protected from sur-
face icing by a porous surface insert along the shield
leading edge. This insert, available commercially, ex-
tended around the leading edge a sufficient chord-
wise distance to include the extremes of the shield
attachment-line movement. A freezing-point depres-
sant (ethylene glycol) was ejected through the porous
surface when needed during icing conditions. Al-
though different liquids were used for the wing and
shield in this flight test, it is expected that the same
liquid would be used for both purposes in future
applications.
Purging. Because of fluid ejection onto the wing
for protection against insect contamination and sur-
face icing, it was necessary to provide a system to
remove possible residual fluid from the surface perfo-
rations or suction ducting before the suction system
was activated at cruise altitudes. The purging sys-
tem utilized a reversed flow of filtered pressurized air
through the suction-system ducting.
Instrumentation
Static and total pressures on or in the test
article were measured with electronic scanivalves.
Velocity fluctuations inside the boundary layer at
various chordwise positions were obtained with
surface-mounted hot-film sensors. Mass flow through
each suction flute was determined with individually
calibrated sonic nozzles described in reference 10.
Measurements from the suction pump and other
leading-edge systems as well as the basic airplane
parameters were obtained with conventional instru-
mentation. The sizes and quantities of atmospheric
particles (e.g., ice and water droplets) encountered
in flight were measured with a commercially avail-
able laser particle spectrometer (Knollenberg probe),
and the mere presence of ice particles was determined
with a "charging patch."
Surface static pressure. Surface static pressures
were measured at three spanwise positions (fig. 6).
Note that the center measurements were made
between each suction flute, whereas inboard and out-
board measurements were made only between alter-
nate flutes. In general, an unobtrusive sensor instal-
lation was made by locating subsurface tubes against
the underside of the perforated titanium in the non-
porous region between active suction flutes (fig. 6).
In a few instances, however, the bonding adhesive
blocked the perforated surface, and thus it was nec-
essary to drill conventional orifices 0.0135 in. in diam-
eter. The drilled orifices are identified in the listing
of the surface pressure-sensor locations in table 1.
Flute static pressure. Static pressures inside
the suction flutes were measured near the midspan
of each flute. In addition, internal flute pressures
were measured near the inboard and outboard ends
of flutes 3, 5, and 11 to indicate spanwise pressure
gradients along the flutes. The typical measured
spanwise gradient of pressure coefficient was approxi-
mately 0.033 per foot; the pressure was more negative
inboard.
Boundary-layer total pressure. Twenty total-
pressure probes were mounted along the wing span
near the LETA trailing edge to determine the ap-
proximate chordwise location of transition from lam-
inar to turbulent flow. The probes and tubing were
attached to the sensor panel (figs. 1 and 6) and
were spaced 3 in. apart in the spanwise direction.
The nominal probe height above the surface was
0.060 in., with two additional probes mounted 0.020
and 0.150 in. above the surface at five spanwise sta-
tions. A reference total pressure was obtained by
averaging the readings of two probes mounted well
outside the boundary layer at 2.5 in. above the sur-
face (figs. 4 and 7). The deficit between the pres-
sures from the 0.060-in.-high probe and the aver-
age reference pressure was used as an indication
of the chordwise position of boundary-layer transi-
tion; the pressure differentials were calibrated against
transition position artificially fixed by placing three-
dimensional roughness elements at various chord-
wise positions. (See appendix A of ref. 3 for de-
tails.) The pressure differential was nearly zero for
a laminar boundary layer because the 0.060-in.-high
probes were outside the thin laminar layer. A max-
imum pressure differential was obtained for transi-
tion near the wing leading edge. Figure 7 is a pho-
tograph of the total-pressure probes, and figure 8
presents predicted ratios of total-pressure differen-
tial to free-stream dynamic pressure as a function of
transition location for a representative flight condi-
tion (M = 0.75 and H = 36 000 ft).
Boundary-layer velocity fluctuations. Surface-
mounted hot-film sensors were located as shown in
figure 6 to measure boundary-layer velocity fluctu-
ations. These data are not analyzed in this pa-
per, but the existence of the sensors is important to
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interpretationof someof thedatapresentedbecause
the sensorsometimesaffectedthe localpositionof
boundary-layert ansition.
Atmospheric ice crystals. A laser particle spec-
trometer (Knollenberg probe) was mounted atop a
ventral pylon on the fuselage upper surface (fig. 9) to
measure ice particles encountered in flight. Particle
flux was measured in 30 size categories from 20 to
600 #m in diameter. A description of the probe op-
eration, measuring and testing techniques, and data
analysis methods is given in references 2 and 3.
A simple charging-patch device for detection of
atmospheric ice particles and the impending loss
of laminar flow (ref. 3) was also investigated as a
possible low-cost application to future laminar-flow
airplanes. The device, mounted on the pylon leading
edge (fig. 9), responded to the electrostatic charge
developed when ice or water droplets struck the
aircraft surface. A device operating on the same
principle was previously used on the X-21 research
airplanes and detected the presence of clouds when
laminar-flow losses occurred.
Results
To expedite analysis of the flight tests, "data
snapshots" of continuously recorded (two points per
second) data were taken at various time intervals.
The data snapshots were typically recorded at 2-
minute intervals; however, when transient boundary-
layer conditions were under investigation, the time
interval between data snapshots was reduced to a few
seconds. Further reduction in snapshot time interval
or analysis of the continuous data tape was generally
unnecessary.
A representative data snapshot is presented in fig-
ure 10. The swept-wing planforms in the upper part
of the figure schematically represent the LETA and
indicate the regions of laminar (clear area) and tur-
bulent (dark area) flow. The plots in the central part
of the figure illustrate the chordwise distributions of
suction-flow coefficient and the inserted numerical
values are the average suction-flow coefficients after
multiplication by 10 -4 . The plots in the lower part of
the figure illustrate the chordwise variations of sur-
face pressure coefficient at the center spanwise sta-
tion for the various cases. The keys with the LETA
planform sketches at the top of figure 10 present,
from top to bottom, the flight test number, the time
of the snapshot during the flight, and the correspond-
ing Mach number, altitude (in feet), Reynolds num-
ber per foot, "and charging-patch current reading (in
microamperes). A current reading inside the range
of 0.025 to -0.05 #A correlated with visibly clear
flight conditions and zero particle count. The chord-
wise distributions of suction-flow coefficient that were
used were determined for an LFC application with
suction aft of mid chord. The control valves were set
and were not changed in accordance with the hands-
off mode of operation. Plots of chordwise suction dis-
tribution and pressure distribution are not repeated
in subsequent figures on the extent of laminar flow
attained.
Leading-Edge Notch and Bump
Prior to the simulated-airline-service (SAS) flight
tests, system checkout tests indicated progressively
increased spanwise turbulent-flow contamination
along the wing leading edge with increased unit
Reynolds number (planforms 2 to 5 in fig. 11). The
turbulence contamination emanated from the turbu-
lent fuselage boundary layer. Devices similar to those
that have previously been successful in elimination
of spanwise turbulence contamination along the at-
tachment line (e.g., ref. 11) were tested. (See fig. 12.)
A leading-edge notch-bump configuration at the in-
board end of the test article (fig. 13) permitted at-
tainment of laminar flow over the complete test arti-
cle at Reynolds numbers as large as 2.7 × 106 per foot,
which corresponds to altitudes as low as 20000 ft
(planform 1 of fig. 11). All SAS tests were made with
this notch-bump configuration. Additional informa-
tion on spanwise turbulent-flow contamination is pre-
sented in the section entitled Off-Design Conditions.
Simulated-Airline-Service Flights
Simulated airline service involved a series of
flights to and from several commercial airports in
the continental United States during various seasons.
Home bases were Atlanta, Georgia, for summer test-
ing, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for late summer test-
ing, and Cleveland, Ohio, for winter testing. City
pairs 300 to 500 n.mi. apart were selected to provide
sufficient cruise time for successful demonstration of
sustained laminar flow. Seventy flights to thirty-five
airports, indicated in figure 14, were accomplished.
Following each landing, the LETA was inspected for
insect debris or other contaminants, foreign-object
damage, and surface erosion or corrosion. The lo-
cations and heights of any insect residue, measured
with a right-angle prism microscope, were generally
documented as were any instances of LETA clean-
ing or maintenance. Flight conditions, ice-crystal
encounters, extent of laminar flow, system informa-
tion of special significance, and any data anomalies
are summarized for each of these flights in table 2;
the flight dates and surface weather conditions at the
origin and destination are presented in table 3. Addi-
tional detail on cloud conditions encountered during
each flight is documented in reference 3.
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Discussion
Overall Performance
The SAS flights were, in general, divided into
three phases: (1) summer flights in the vicinity of
Atlanta, Georgia; (2) late summer flights in the
vicinity of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and (3) winter
flights in the vicinity of Cleveland, Ohio. The home
base for the complete program was the NASA Dry-
den Flight Research Center at Edwards, California.
Cruise flight was nominally at a Mach number of 0.75
and altitudes of 33 000 and 35 000 ft.
The program goal of at least two operations per
day was generally accomplished. The breaks in flight
testing indicated in table 3 between phases 1 and 2,
during phase 2, and during phase 3 were caused by
airplane maintenance requirements and not by the
LFC systems. In fact, no schedule delays were ever
caused by malfunctions of any LFC system, all of
which continually performed as intended. No changes
were made in suction-valve settings, and the only
system inputs were suction on or off, leading-edge
flap extended or retracted, insect-protection or anti-
icing spray system on or off, and liquid-purge system
on or off.
A review of table 2 indicates that the design
goal of laminar flow to the front spar was attained
at cruise conditions for the vast majority of the
flights. Occasional localized or more extensive losses
of laminar flow indicated in table 2 are discussed
in the following sections, organized in accordance
with various factors that affect the attainability and
economics of laminar flow.
Surface Disturbances
Fabrication quality. At no time during the SAS
flight tests (in fact, at no time during the entire
4-year Leading-Edge Flight-Test (LEFT) Program)
did any external imperfections on the LETA caused
by fabrication or deterioration of the perforated ti-
tanium sheet ever introduce disturbances into the
laminar boundary layer that caused transition ahead
of the front spar at cruise conditions. Surface dis-
continuities at some of the surface hot-film sensors,
however, were the likely causes of a few occasional
localized forward movements of transition.
Indications of this local instrumentation-
installation effect were noted at cruise during flights
1091 and 1133 (fig. 15) when transition moved for-
ward of the front spar at spanwise station 4 (station
numbers shown in fig. 6) when cruise altitude was
reduced to below 27000 ft. The resulting increase
in Reynolds number to greater than 2 x 106 per foot
likely increased the roughness Reynolds number to
a value larger than critical, that is, the value that
caused premature transition. Further reductions in
altitude to about 10 000 ft, with further increases in
unit Reynolds number (fig. 16), resulted in a forward
transition movenlent at other spanwise stations ad-
jacent to station 4 (stations 1, 2, 3, and 5). This
forward movement was most likely due to exceedence
of the critical roughness value for other hot-film sen-
sors in this region at the larger unit Reynolds num-
bers. Transition at the most inboard station may
also have been affected by wing-fairing discontinu-
ities at the larger Reynolds numbers. These results
show the well-known increased sensitivity of laminar
flow to surface irregularities as unit Reynolds num-
ber increases. The basic perforated titanium surface,
however, was manufactured smooth enough to per-
mit full laminar flow at these large values of refit
Reynolds number.
Insect contamination. The effectiveness of the
leading-edge shield with the fluid spray system in the
prevention of surface insect contamination is clearly
shown in figure 17. The measured insect accumula-
tion on tile shielded leading edge is compared with
that on the slotted configuration with an inoperative
anticontamination system during landing. Only two
insects impacted the shielded leading edge, and those
were in an unprotected region near the inboard end
of the shieht. These results not only demonstrate
shield effectiveness but also indicate the necessity
of an anticontanfination system during low-altitude
flight when insects are present. Figure 18 presents an
example of a localized forward transition movement
for flight 1069 probably caused by an insect impact
during flight 1068, when the anticontamination sys-
tem was not used because of difficulties unrelated to
the LFC system.
Very rarely, an insect of sufficient size to move
transition forward impacted the wing when the anti-
contamination system was in use (e.g., flight 1090,
shown ill fig. 19). Table 2(b) indicates the pres-
ence of a 0.015-in.-high insect inboard near the lead-
ing edge after flight 1090; this contamination proba-
bly caused tile inboard forward transition movement
shown in figure 19. After flight 1091, surface inspec-
tion revealed a smaller insect at or near the same
location as for the previous flight (table 2(b)), an
indication of a possible partial erosion of the sanle
insect. Attainment of complete laminar flow inboard
during flight 1091 (fig. 15) indicated that the ero-
sion had decreased the height to a value less than
critical. The localized forward transition at midspan
during flight 1090 (fig. 19) and its elimination during
flight 1091 (fig. 15) also indicated the possibility of
erosionofa midspaninsect,althoughthepresenceof
aninsectat midspanwasnotnotedduringinspection
after flight 1090.While the erosionpossibilitymay
beahelpfuleffect,it of coursecannotbereliedupon
in placeof ananticontaminationdevice.
Theturbulentflowthat existedduringflight1079
(table2(b))nearspanwisestation10alsoprobably
resultedfrom insectcontamination,althoughpres-
enceof insectremainswasnot documentedafter
this flight. In accordancewith experimentalrules,
the LETA wasnot cleanedprior to the next take-
off (flight 1080),andfigure10indicatesthecontin-
uedpresenceof thedisturbanceat station10through
time10:28:02.Afteremergencefromthe icecrystals
encounteredat time 10:30:02,however,planform4 of
figure10indicatesreattainmentof fully laminarflow
at station10. It appearsprobablethat the surface
disturbancethat likely existednearstation10was
removedby theabrasiveactionof the icecrystals.
Flight 1087(fig.20)providesfurtherevidenceof
apossiblefavorableeffectofice-crystalencounteron
surfacedisturbances.Figure20indicatesthat aprob-
ableinsectimpactduringtakeoffcausedpremature
transition in the regionof the mostinboardprobe
station(t = 9:38:17 and 9:40:30). At the next data
time (t -- 9:43:05), the charging patch and the partial
loss of laminar flow across the span indicated flight
through ice crystals. At the next data time (t --
9:45:14), the aircraft had emerged from the ice crys-
tals and full laminar flow was reattained. It appears,
then, that an ice-crystal environment, even for short
duration, may be sufficient to remove or at least re-
duce the insect excrescence to a subcritical height.
The importance of preventing insect accumula-
tion in the leading-edge region was clearly shown by
a checkout flight preceding the SAS flights. Although
it had been shown that the leading-edge notch and
bump protected the wing from spanwise turbulence
contamination from the fuselage turbulent boundary
layer (fig. 11), any accumulation of critical rough-
ness near the attachment line outboard of the de-
vice might have caused a spanwise contamination
outward from the position of the roughness. Such
an occurrence was observed during flight 1045 when
the leading-edge shield was retracted prematurely.
Figure 21 indicates that inboard accumulation of in-
sect remains caused transition near the leading edge
that spread spanwise along the attachment line and
caused turbulent flow over almost the entire out-
board region. This is indicated in figure 22, which
shows that the attachment-line momentum-thickness
Reynolds number R e exceeded a value of 100 over a
large portion of the span at the flight unit Reynolds
number of 1.95 x 10°. Previous investigations (e.g.,
ref. 12) have clearly indicated that turbulence will
propagate along the attachment line when R 0 exceeds
a value of about 95. A decrease in unit Reynolds
number to 1.84 × 106 and lower during flight 1046
decreased the extent of the outboard spanwise tur-
bulence contamination (fig. 21, planforms 3 through
6) when the calculated R 0 decreased to less than 100
over a greater portion of the outboard LETA region
(fig. 22). An instrumentation error documented in
the flight log probably caused the anomalous rear-
ward transition locations indicated in figure 21 at
inboard stations 16 to 19.
An interesting point noted during the Pittsburgh-
based flights (for which no data are presented) in-
volves the possibility that the supplemental anti-
contamination spray system is unnecessary. It was
found that the leading-edge flap, designed to pro-
vide protection from insects, was sufficient by itself
to protect the perforated LETA from insects with-
out additional wetting of the leading-edge surfaces.
A definitive need for the supplemental spray sys-
tem for anticontamination, therefore, has not been
established.
Atmospheric Ice Crystals
During flight through clouds having ice crystals,
transition moved forward uniformly across the wing
span, usually to about 5 percent of the chord. In
all instances, laminar flow was immediately restored
upon emergence from the clouds. Examples of the
degree of laminar flow obtained before, during, and
after entrance into an ice-crystal environment are
shown in figures 23 and 24. The presence of ice
crystals of sufficient magnitude and quantity to cause
premature transition was consistently detected by a
measurement of charging-patch current on the air-
plane outside the range of 0.025 to -0.05 #A. The
charging patch proved very successful in the JetStar
application (refs. 2 and 3) and appears to offer an in-
expensive and reliable method of detecting the pres-
ence of ice crystals in flight.
Reference 3 presents a complete evaluation of the
effects of clouds on the ability to obtain laminar
flow and compares the experimental results with
theoretical predictions. In addition, the percentage
of cruise time in clouds or haze for the SAS flights was
determined to be about the same (about 6 percent)
as that determined in earlier statistical analyses of
much more extensive USAF and NASA data (refs. 13
and 14).
Weather
The ability to cope satisfactorily with the effects
of adverse weather conditions on laminar flow has
alwaysbeena factorfor whichinsufficientinforma-
tion existed. The SAStestsprovidedencouraging
resultsin this regard.
Early in theprogram,anovernighthunderstorm
witharainfallof 1.3in. imposedasevereatmospheric
test. Beforetakeoffon the followingday (flight
t062),thetestarticlewaspurgedontheground,ac-
cordingto standardoperatingprocedures.Thepurg-
ing time, however,wasnot longenoughto remove
the unusuallylargequantityof accumulatedwater
andpurgingwascontinuedin climbto analtitudeof
25000ft. At acruisealtitudeof 35000ft anda Mach
numberof0.75,measurementsoftheboundary-layer
total-pressuredeficitsand the externalstatic pres-
sureswereobviouslyincorrect.It wassurmisedthat
thewaterpurgedduringclimbabovethefreezingal-
titudewasfreezingontheexteriorof thetestarticle,
therebypreventingattainmentof laminarflow,seal-
ingthesurfacestaticpressuretaps,andcloggingthe
total-pressure probes. The fact that full laminar flow
was indicated during the following flight on the same
day (table 2(a)) without any modifications to either
the LETA or the instrumentation confirmed the hy-
pothesis that icing had occurred.
This experience led to a change in procedure
for flights preceded by exposure to rainfall on the
ground. Standing water in the LETA was to be
purged on the ground as completely as possible, and
where complete purging was not completed on the
ground, the PGME spray system was to be used in
climb during any further purging to safeguard against
icing. This procedure prevented reoccurrence of this
icing problem.
The procedure was not followed completely prior
to and during a later flight (flight 1138) after another
exposure to an overnight rain. Complete purging
of accumulated water was not accomplished on the
ground and the subsequent purging during climb
was not accompanied with spraying of PGME. As a
result, only limited laminar flow was attained during
cruise due to the formation of extensive patches of
ice as water was purged. This experience reaffirmed
the appropriateness of the previously recommended
purging procedure.
A few flights that did not completely conform
with the SAS flight-test rules were made at the be-
ginning of the winter flights (table 2(c)) to determine
the effectiveness of the anticontamination systems in
protecting the leading edge from winter contaminants
such as snow, ice, and runway slush and to estab-
lish some general winter operating procedures for the
systems. Figure 25 is a photograph of an overnight
accumulation of snow and ice on the test article and
figure 26 illustrates the use of a normal hand-held de-
icing spray prior to takeoff for flight 1119. The test
article maintained fully laminar flow during cruise for
this flight, with occasional slight irregularities in the
inboard region.
After another overnight exposure to light snow
and temperatures of approximately 20°F, the snow
was simply swept off the aircraft and wiped off the
LETA with no deicing necessary before flight 1120.
Fully laminar flow was attained on the test article
and again during flight 1121 on the following day af-
ter an overnight exposure to temperatures near 0°F.
Anomalous behavior of some of the total-pressure
probes was attributed to probable probe icing during
flight 1120 when the scanivalve heaters were inadver-
tently not operated and to a continued iced condi-
tion during flight 1121 when ambient temperatures
remained well below freezing. (See table 2(c).)
Atmospheric wing icing occurred only once, dur-
ing descent of flight 1122 when some ice formed
on the deflected shield and on the inboard end
of the notch and bump prior to use of the anti-
icing fluids. Incomplete deicing of these areas
resulted when the PGME supply was exhausted dur-
ing a subsequent use of these systems, but ejec-
tion of secondary purge air successfully prevented
ice buildup on the test article. The remaining
ice on the shield and inboard of the notch and
bump was manually removed before takeoff for
flight 1123. Although no PGME was available
for anti-icing during the flight 1123 ascent through
icing conditions, fully laminar flow over the LETA
was attained during cruise (table 2(c)).
Atmospheric Turbulence
It is well-known that high-frequency free-stream
turbulence in wind tunnels can enter the boundary
layer, grow in amplitude with downstream move-
ment, and accelerate transition to turbulent flow.
In contrast, atmospheric turbulence consists of low-
frequency (gust like) disturbances which can influ-
ence transition location through changes in pressure
distribution resulting from gust-induced changes in
angle of attack.
Atmospheric turbulence was noted by the crew
and from accelerometer measurements during cruise
in flights 1081, 1090, 1133, and 1135. (See ta-
ble 2.) Only in flight 1081 was there any indica-
tion of a forward transition movement. Figure 27
indicates the chordwise extent of transition was ir-
regular over the inboard stations at t = 13:53:16, an
indication of localized angle-of-attack effects. Anal-
ysis of the continuous tape data at 1-sec intervals
near this time shows other irregular transition move-
ments, but only for very short durations; these move-
ments are also indicative of changing angle-of-attack
conditions. During flights 1133 and 1135, clear-air
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turbulenceof ±0.3gmagnitudehadnoeffecton the
ability to maintainlaminarflow. (Seetable 2(c).)
Clear-airturbulenceof ±0.2gmagnitudencountered
duringflight 1090alsohadnoeffecton laminarflow
(fig. 19). In figure19,the inboardandmidspanlo-
calizedturbulentregionsalsoappearedat latertimes
whenclear-airturbulencedid notexistandweremost
likelydueto insectimpacts,asdiscussedpreviously.
Thecurrentresultssuggest,therefore,that anypos-
sibleadverse ffectson laminarflowof atmospheric
turbulenceill cruiseflightareprobablyof secondary
importance.
Off-DesignConditions
Becauseof the possibleapplicationof LFC to
short-or medium-rangeaircraft,whichspenda sig-
nificantly larger percentageof flight time during
climb and descenthan do long-rangetransports,
data weretaken during someflights at altitudes
lowerthan transportcruisealtitude. In particular,
flights1143,1145,and1146providedsignificantdata
duringdescent(fig. 16).Foraltitudesdownto about
10000ft, laminarflowto thefrontsparwasattained
acrossthe spanof the test article exceptat out-
boardstations1to 5. Prematuretransitionat these
stationswasattributedpreviouslyto discontinuities
causedby the hot-filmsensorsin this regionasthe
unit Reynoldsnumberincreasedwith a decreasein
altitude.
Anotheradverseffectof increasedunit Reynolds
numberis the increasedpossibilityof spanwisetur-
bulencecontaminationalong the attachmentline.
WhenReynoldsnumberexceededabout1.6x 106per
foot, the nominalvalueat cruiseconditions,the
momentum-thicknessReynolds number on the
JetStarexceeded95 in the inboardregion,asshown
in figure22. Also, as shown in figure 11, spanwise
contamination did occur for these conditions with-
out the notch-bump leading-edge device. The device,
however, protected the wing from the fuselage tur-
bulent boundary layer to Reynolds numbers greater
than 3.0 × 106 per foot (fig. 16), which correspond
to attachment-line momentum-thickness Reynolds
numbers significantly greater than 95. These re-
sults emphasize the need for careful consideration
of leading-edge Reynolds number in the design of
laminar-flow airplanes.
Calculations for the combined effects of reduced
altitude (reduced angle of attack) and reduced Mach
number on the theoretical chordwise pressure distri-
butions are shown in figure 28 for various spanwise
stations with the nacelle off. The pressure distribu-
tions on the upper surface at the lower altitude are
even smoother and more amenable to laminar flow
than those at the higher altitude, but it must be re-
membered that the boundary-layer flow at the larger
Reynolds numbers at lower altitudes is more suscep-
tible to transition from all external disturbances.
For some combinations of Mach number and lift
coefficient, local Mach numbers on the LETA exceed
a value of 1.0. When this occurs, large changes
in chordwise pressure distribution may result from
small changes in flight condition. A block matrix of
unit Reynolds number as a function of Mach number
and altitude (on which lift coefficient is dependent)
is presented in figure 29. The hatched boundary is
based on the local normal Mach number exceeding
1.0. Examples in figure 30 of degradation of laminar
flow at inboard spanwise stations during cruise at
high Mach numbers and high altitudes are consistent
with this and, therefore, may be due to adverse Mach
number effects.
It should be remembered that for the off-design
low-altitude--reduced Mach number and high-
altitude--increased Mach number conditions inves-
tigated, it was possible to attain full laminar flow
without changing the suction settings used in cruise.
Although the resultant suction coefficients for the off-
design conditions varied, the results indicate a satis-
fying lack of sensitivity to suction within the test
range.
Concluding Remarks
A flight-test program with a modified JetStar
airplane has successfully demonstrated that (1) the
leading-edge systems required for laminar-flow con-
trol (LFC) can be packaged into the volume available
in a small commercial transport aircraft and (2) a
perforated-surface suction approach, combined with
a leading-edge flap and freezing-point-depressant
spray for leading-edge anticontamination and anti-
icing, is effective and practical for airline service at
length Reynolds numbers at least as high as those
attained during these flights. The emergence of per-
forated titanium as a wing surface which meets the
severe aerodynamic, structural, fabrication, and op-
erational requirements for practical aircraft applica-
tions is considered a major advance in laminar-flow
technology.
Based on simulation of commercial airline-service
flights, the following specific results increase the like-
lihood of a successful application of suction laminar-
flow control to transport airplanes:
1. All LFC subsystems (suction, contamination
avoidance, anti-icing, and purging) performed as in-
tended during routine airline operational procedures.
2. No schedule delays were caused by LFC
systems.
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3. No pilot control of suction-system operation
was required other than on-off inputs.
4. No measurable degradation of the perforated
titanium suction surface occurred during 4 years of
flight-testing.
5. Surface cleaning between flights was not re-
quired when the LFC systems were operated.
6. Flight through ice-crystal clouds caused loss of
laminar flow, but laminar flow was restored immedi-
ately upon emergence from the clouds.
7. The percentage of cruise time that the
simulated-airline-service flights were in clouds and
haze (about 6 percent) was consistent with earlier
statistical analysis of much more extensive USAF and
NASA data.
8. A simple electrostatic "charging patch" device
appears to offer an inexpensive and reliable method
of detecting the presence of ice crystals in flight.
9. Flight through ice crystals appeared to provide
some cleaning of the wing surface.
10. No special care was required for the suction
surface and ducting when they were exposed to in-
clement weather on the ground or in the air (e.g.,
rain, snow, or icing conditions), but an operational
procedure was developed for the purging of water ac-
cumulated when on the ground.
11. Snow and ice were removed on the ground
with conventional equipment.
12. Possible adverse effects on laminar flow of
flight through atmospheric turbulence in cruise are
probably of secondary importance.
13. Appreciable periods of laminar flow were
attained at altitudes as low as 10000 ft with no
adjustment to cruise suction-valve settings.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
December 14, 1989
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Table 1. Surface Pressure-Sensor Locations of LFC Test Article
Inboard Center Outboard
Wing Wing Wing
station, station, station,
Flute in. x/c in. x/c in. x/c
191'.71
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
137.6
137.6
137.6
137.6
137.6
137.6
137.6
137.6
0.0010
.0042
.0172
.0350
.0545
.0735
.0930*
.1135"
169.0
169.0
169.0
169.0
169.0
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
165.2
0.0008
.0012
.0047
.0105
.0193
.0290
.0400
.0505
.0610
.0730
.0843
.0962
.1082
.1192
.1308"
191.7
191.7
191.7
191.7
191.7
191.7
191.7
0.0006
.0053
.0210'
.0450
.0710
.0970*
.1235
.1502"
*Drilled orifice, 0.0135 in. diameter.
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Table 2. Simulated-Airline-Service Flight Conditions and Comments
(a) Atlanta, Georgia, July 1985 (flights 1059 to 1071)
Cruise conditions
H x 10 -3,
Flight M ft
1059 0.75 33
.71 37
1060 .75 33
.75 37
1061 .69 29
•72 33
1062 .75 35
1063 ,75 33
1064 ,75 33
1065 .75 34
1066 .75 33
.75 37
1067
1068
1069 ,75 33
1070 .75 35
1071 .75 33
R x 10 -6,
per ft
1.85
1,50
1.85
1.62
1.90
1.74
1.74
1.85
1.89
1.76
1.85
1.61
1.84
1.72
1.86
Comments
Laminar following initial ice-crystal encounter
Reduction in speed to conserve fuel; essentially 100% laminar
Laminar
Mostly laminar
Laminar except during ice-crystal encounter
Turbulent due to extended period of ice-crystal encounter*
Purging riot completed on ground continuext to 25000 It; insect impacts near
notch and bump
Laminar
Lanfinar
Essentially 100% laminar
Laminar
Laminar except at probes 13, 16, and 17; laminar at M = 0.71 to 0.68
during descent to 35 000 ft
No data recorded
No data recorded
Essentially 100% laminar with intermittent turbulence at probe 6
Essentially 100% laminar with intermittent turbulence at probe 6
Laminar
*Aircraft outside and LETA uncovered overnight during thunderstorm (1.3 in. rainfall).
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Table2.Continued
(b)Pittsburgh,PennsylvaniaSeptember1985(flights1079to1104)
Flight
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
Cruiseconditions
M
0.75
.73
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.76
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.76
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
Hx 10 -3 Rx 10 -6,
ff per ff
33 1.93
36 1.60
33 1.86
33 1.85
29 2.12
33 1.87
31 2.00
35 1.80
33 1.85
33 1.87
35 1.77
33 1.89
31 2.01
28 2.28
33 1.87
33 1.88
31 2.05
31 2.04
33 1.90
37 1.70
31 2.09
31 2.05
35 1.86
35 1.76
33 1.90
37 1.68
35 1.75
35 1.75
35 1.73
35 1.73
ComnleIltS
Laminar except at probe 10
Laminar except at probes 10, 13, and 16
Laminar except at probe 10 and during ice-crystal encmmter
Laminar except at t = 13:53:16 when clear-air turbulence (±0.1g) encountered
Laminar but results questionable due to instrumentation discrepancies
Essentially 100% laminar
Laminar but some instrumentation discrepancies still present
Essentially 100% laminar with intermittent turbulence at probe 16
Laminar
Lanfinar essentially laminar during descent to 27000 ft (R = 2.27 x 106)
Laminar except at probe 20 and during ice-crystal encom_ter; essentially laminar
during descent to 30 000 ft (R = 2.06 x 106)
Laminar except during ice-crystal encounter during climb from 30 000 ft; essentially
laminar during descent to 27000 ft (R = 2.25 x 106)
Probable leaking total-pressure reference probe
!Laminar except at probes 9, 17, and 18; clear-air turbulence (±0.2g) encmmtered;
during climb to 32000 ft, M = 0.76 (R = 2.23 to 1.90), turbulence at
probes 9, 17, 18 dissipates
Laminar except at probe 9 during descent to 24 000 ft (R = 2.20 x 106)_
turbulence at probes 9 and 17 redevelops; I).015-in. insect measured inboard
near L.E. after flight
Essentially 100% laminar; essentially 100% laminar during descent to 27000 ft
(R = 2.35 x 106); turbulence at probe 4; <0.015-in. insect measured
inboard near L.E. after flight
Laminar except at probe 16; 0.006-in. insect measured between probes 16
and 17 at x/c _ 0.02
Laminar except during descent to 25 000 ft
Laminar except during ice-crystal encounter
Laminar except at probes 13, 15, and 16
Laminar; laminar during descent to 28 000 ft
Essentially 100% laminar except during ice-crystal encounter; laminar during descent
to 25 000 ft
Laminar
Lanfinar except during ice-crystal encounter
Laminar except during ice-crystal encounter
Climb to top of cirrus reestablished laminar
Essentially 100% laminar
Laminar; encountered jet exhaust from several aircraft while taxiing with no detrimental
effect on laminar flow during flight
Essentially 190% lanfinar; inclement weather with thunderstorms; icing on notch and
bump during descent
Exhausted remaining PGME during climbout at 6000 ft; in clouds from 25000 ft to 33000 ft,
caused probes to accumulate ice
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Table 2. Continued
(c) Cleveland, Ohio, January and February 1986 (flights 1116 to 1153)
Cruise conditions
H × 10 -3,
Flight M ft
11167 0.75 37
ll17t .75 33
.73 37
1118 t .75 33
1119 t .75 35
1120 t .75 29
I121 t .75 31
1122 .75 33
1123 .75 31
1131 .75 33
.75 37
1132 .76 33
.75 37
1133 .75 33
1134 .76 28
1135 .75 33
1136 .76 33
R × 10-6,
per ft
1.71
2.00
1.69
2.02
1.75
2.25
1.89
1.95
2.08
1.91
1.65
1.92
1.65
1.91
2.35
1.91
1.92
Comments
Essentially 100% laminar except at probes 13, 16, and 17
Laminar
Laminar with some irregularity inboard
Laminar except during ice-crystal encounter
Essentially 100% laminar; aircraft deiced 25 minutes prior to takeoff after
overnight exposure to light snow and icing; low-altitude cruise in icing
conditions at 7000 ft did not produce ice on LETA
Instrumentation discrepancies most likely due to probe icing
(scanivalve heaters inadvertently not turned on); light snow wiped off LETA
before takeoff without deicing; packed snow on runway during landing
Laminar except at probes 1 and 4, which register numbers indicative of probe
icing; overnight temperatures near 0°F
Laminar except at probes 1, 2, 3, 17, and 18; LETA covered with white film
(salt or ice) approx 0.001 to 0.002 in. thick; PGME supply exhausted
during descent
Laminar; Cleveland taxiways wet from melting snow; no PGME available
Mostly turbulent due to ice-crystal environment
Mostly turbulent due to ice-crystal environment
Mostly turbulent due to ice-crystal environment
Continued cirrus formations prevent laminar flow
Essentially 100% laminar; clear-air turbulence (=t:0.3g) encountered; essentially
100% laminar during descent to 17000 ft (R = 2.62 x 106) except at
probe 4
Mostly turbulent likely due to deteriorated condition of notch and bump;
extensive repairs to notch and bump prior to flight due to raised edges and
blistering
Essentially 100% laminar except during ice-crystal encounters; clear-air
turbulence (+0.3g) encountered
Essentially 100% laminar except for occasional turbulence at midspan
tNot completely in conformance with SAS flight-test rules.
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Table 2. Concluded
(c) Concluded
Flight
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
M
0.75
.76
.75
.76
.76
.74
.76
.76
.75
.75
.76
.76
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
Cruise conditions
H × 10 -3,
ft
33
35
33
35
35
36
33
35
33
35
33
37
35
34
33
35
35
31
35
39
R × 10 -6
per ft
1.98
1.87
1.97
1.78
1.77
1.66
2.01
1.80
2.01
1.80
2.04
1.64
1.75
1.85
1.94
1.76
1.74
2.10
1.80
1.48
Comments
qSlrbulent likely due to poor notch and bump condition; laminar at lower R;
prior to takeoff, LETA deiced (approx 0.25 in. ice buildup after overnight
freezing rain); some ice patches may have reformed before takeoff as suggested
by incongruous measurements by probe 2 and static-pressure taps 6 and 8;
a set parking brake caused tires to blow on landing
Laminar limited by ice patches on LETA resulting from faulty purge procedures
Essentially 100_ laminar; essentially 100% laminar during descent to at least
21000 ft (R = 2.55 x 106 )
Laminar
Laminar
Laminar except for small disturbance at probe 16
Laminar
Laminar; essentially 100% laminar during descent to 10 000 ft (R = 2.88 × 106)
Essentially 100% laminar; essentially 100% laminar during descent to
15000 ft (R = 2.74 x i06)
Laminar except for occasional small disturbance at probe 10
Essentially 100% laminar
Essentially 100% lanfinar except for turbulence at probes 13 and 16; essentially
100% laminar during descent to 12600 ft (R = 3.20 × 106)
Essentially 100% laminar; essentially 100% laminar during descent to 10 000 ft
(R= 2.8× 106 )
Laminar; turbulent during ice-crystal encounters during climb and descent
below 32 000 ft
Laminar; 2 in. of snow accumulated on LETA overnight brushed
off before takeoff and LETA deiced with glycol
Laminar; turbulence at probe 4 during descent at 22 000 ft
Essentially 100% laminar except for intermittent turbulence at probe 16
Laminar
Essentially 100% laminar except for intermittent turbulence at probe 16
Essentially I00% laminar except for intermittent turbulence at probes lI to 16
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Table3.WeatherConditionsforSimulated-Airline-ServiceCity Pairs
(a) Atlanta, Georgia
Flight
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
Date Origin Weather Destination Weather
07-15-85
07-15-85
07-15-85
07-16-85
07-16-85
07-17-85
07-17-85
07-1_85
07-18-85
07-18-85
07-20-85
07-20-85
07-22-85
Edwards, CA
Amarillo, TX
Barksdale, LA
Atlanta, GA
St. Louis, MO
Atlanta, GA
Cleveland, OH
Springfield, MO
Atlanta, GA
New Orleans, LA
Atlanta, GA
Norfolk, VA
Atlanta, GA
T=75°F, High clouds
T--77°F, Sunny
T=91°F, Scattered clouds
Sunny, warm
T=77°F, Clear
T--72°F, Scattered clouds
T=80°F, Clear
T=85°F, Hazy sunshine
T=88°F, Very hazy
T=85°F, Hazy overcast
Amarillo, TX
Barksdale, LA
Atlanta, GA
St. Louis, MO
Atlanta, GA
Cleveland, OH
Springfield, MO
Atlanta, GA
New Orleans, LA
Atlanta, GA
Norfolk, VA
Atlanta, GA
Langley Field, VA
T=77°F, Sunny
T=91°F, Scattered clouds
Sunny_ warm
Thunderstorms
T=72°F, Scattered clouds
T=80° F, Clear
T=75°F, Overcast
T=82°F, Very hazy
T=85°F, Hazy overcast
T=87°F, Hazy overcast
(b) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Flight
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
Date Origin Weather Destination Weather
09-09-85
09-09-85
09-09-85
09-10-85
09-10-85
09-11-85
09-11-85
09-11-85
09-12-85
09-12-85
09-12-85
09-13-85
09-13-85
09-13-85
09-14-85
09-14-85
09-16-85
09-16-85
09-16-85
09-16-85
09-17-85
09-17-85
09-18-85
09-18-85
09-18-85
09-18-85
Edwards, CA
Denver, CO
St. Louis, MO
Pittsburgh, PA
Boston, MA
Pittsburgh, PA
Chicago, IL
Chattanooga, TN
Pittsburgh, PA
Nashville, TN
Cleveland, OH
Pittsburgh, PA
Charleston, SC
Washington-Dulles
Pittsburgh, PA
Detroit, MI
Pittsburgh, PA
Bangor, ME
New York-Kennedy
Raleigh-Durham
Pittsburgh, PA
Kalamazoo, MI
Pittsburgh, PA
St. Louis, MO
Oklahoma City, OK
Albuquerque, NM
T=60°F, Clear
T=63°F
T=90°F
T=80°F, Broken clouds
T=63°F, Overcast
T=61°F, Scattered clouds
T=65°F, Scattered clouds
T=85°F, Scattered clouds
T=46°F, Clear
T=71°F, Clear
T=59°F, Broken overcast
T=47*F
T=70°F
T=50 ° F
T=60°F, Mostly clear
T=50 ° F
T=69°F
T=75°F
T=75°F
T=52°F
T=74°F, Broken clouds
Denver, CO
St. Louis, MO
Pittsburgh, PA
Boston, MA
Pittsburgh, PA
Chicago, IL
Chattanooga, TN
Pittsburgh, PA
Nashville, TN
Cleveland, OH
Pittsburgh, PA
Charleston, SC
Washington-Dulles
Pittsburgh, PA
Detroit, MI
Pittsburgh, PA
Bangor, ME
New York-Kennedy
Raleigh- Durham
Pittsburgh, PA
Kalamazoo, MI
Pittsburgh, PA
T=56°F
T=76°F, Clear but hazy
T=82°F, Overcast
T=68°F, Broken clouds
St. Louis, MO
Oklahoma City, OK
Albuquerque, NM
Edwards, CA
Overcast
Overcast
Scattered clouds
Broken clouds
Scattered clouds
Broken clouds
Clear
Scattered clouds
Scattered clouds
Scattered clouds
Clear
Scattered clouds
T=59°F
T=88°F
T=80°F
T=63°F,
T=76°F,
T=63°F,
T=83°F,
T=69°F,
T=67¢F
T=58°F,
T=60°F,
T=69°F,
T=62°F,
T=60°F,
T=55°F,
T=60°F,
T=70°F
T=75°F
T=75*F, Thin broken clouds
T=72°F, Thin scattered clouds
T=65°F, Broken clouds
T=76°F, Broken clouds
T=72°F, Clear
T=79°F, Scattered clouds
T=66°F, Broken clouds
T=67°F
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Table 3. Concluded
(c) Cleveland, Ohio
Flight
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1131
1132
i133
1134
I135
1136
1137
1138
I139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
I146
1147
I148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
Date
01-13-86
01-13-86
01-13-86
01-14-86
01-14-86
01-15-86
01-16-86
01-16-86
02-19-86
02-19-86
02-19-86
02-20-86
02-20-86
02-20-86
02-21-86
02-22-86
02-24-86
02-24-86
02-24-86
02-24-86
02-25-86
02-25-86
02-25-86
02-26-86
02-26-86
02-26-86
02-27-86
02-27-86
02-28-86
02-28-86
02-28-86
Origin Weather Destination Weather
Edwards, CA
Amarillo, TX
Springfield, IL
Cleveland, OH
Cleveland, OH
Cleveland, OH
Cleveland, OH
Syracuse, NY
Edwards, CA
Amarillo, TX
Springfield, IL
Cleveland, OH
Atlanta, GA
Atlantic City, NJ
Cleveland, OH
Boston, MA
Cleveland, OH
Knoxville, TN
Tampa, FL
Nashville, TN
Cleveland, OH
Green Bay, WI
Louisville, KY
Cleveland, OH
Burlington, VT
Langley Field, VA
Cleveland, OH
Richmond, VA
Cleveland, OH
Des Moines, IA
Denver, CO
T=29°F, Clear
T=55°F, Clear
T=27°F, Overcast
T=20°F, Light snow
T=22°F, Light snow
T=12°F, Thin scattered clouds
Amarillo, TX
Springfield, IL
Cleveland, OH
Cleveland, OH
Cleveland, OH
Cleveland, OH
T=52°F, Clear
T=28°F, Hazy
T=18°F, Overcast, snow on ground
T=IS°F, Light snow
Snow
T=32°F, Clear
T=26°F, Overcast
T=57°F, Sprinkling
T=64°F, Overcast
T=38°F, Overcast, fog
T=35°F, Overcast
T=69°F, Hazy
T=42°F, Overcast
T=27°F, Snowing
T=36°F, Clear
T=26°F, Overcast
T=41°F, Raining
T=70°F, Scattered clouds
T=40°F, Overcast
T=22°F, Clear
T=21°F, Thin overcast
T=35°F, Hazy
T=24°F, Overcast
T=02°F, Clear
Syracuse, NY
Cleveland, OH
Amarillo, TX
Springfield, IL
Cleveland, OH
Atlanta, GA
Atlantic City, NJ
Cleveland, OH
Boston, MA
Cleveland, OH
Knoxville, TN
Tampa, FL
Nashville, TN
Cleveland, OH
Green Bay, WI
Louisville, KY
Cleveland, OH
Burlington, VT,
Langley Field, VA
T=22°F, Overcast
T=45°F, Thin overcast
T=64°F, Overcast
T=37°F, Fog
T=35°F, Fog
T=66°F, Scattered clouds
T=42°F, Fog
T=46°F, Overcast, fog
T=37°F, Light rain
T=28°F, Broken clouds
T=41°F, Raining
T=70°F, Scattered clouds
T=40°F, Overcast
T=19°F, Light frost
T=16°F, Broken clouds
T=35°F, Scattered clouds
T=27°F, Scattered clouds
T=02°F, Light snow
T=38°F, High scattered clouds
T=39°F, High scattered clouds
T=12°F, Partly cloudy
T=35°F, Overcast
T=09°F, Light snow
T=22°F, Clear
T=54°F
Cleveland, OH
Richmond, VA
Cleveland, OH
Des Moines, IA
Denver, CO
Edwards, CA
T=32°F, Light snow
T=32°F, Light snow
T=18°F, Clear
T=19°F, Clear
T=46°F, Clear
T=76° F, Clear
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Figure 2. Planform of leading-edge test article. Dimensions in inches unless otherwise indicated.
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Figure 5. Cross sections of perforated-surface leading-edge test article.
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Figure 6. Perforated-surface instrumentation. Wing spanwise stations are in inches.
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Figure 8. Calibration of total-pressure differentials at leading-edge test article trailing edge with transition
position. M = 0.75; H = 36 000 ft.
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Figure 10. Representative data snapshot for flight 1080.
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Figure 11. Effect of unit Reynolds number on spanwise turbulence contamination for flight 1027 without notch
and bump and flight 1146 with notch and bump.
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Figure 12. Candidate methods to control spanwise turbulence contamination.
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Figure 15. Effect of uneven hot-film sensor for flights 1091 and 1133.
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Figure 16. Off-design effects for flights 1143, 1145, and 1146 at lower than cruise altitudes.
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Figure 18. Effect of probable insect impact during flight 1068 as evidenced during flight 1069.
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Figure 19. Data for flight 1090 with an insect impact during light clear-air turbulence; free-stream turbulence
of +0.2g for planforms 1 and 4.
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Figure 20. Effect of atmospheric ice crystals on insect residue for flight 1087.
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Figure 21. Spanwise turbulence contamination from insect impacts for flights 1045 and 1046.
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Figure 23. Effects of atmospheric ice crystals for flights 1080 and 1094.
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Figure 24. Effects of atmospheric ice crystals for flights 1131 and 1132.
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Figure 27. Effect of short-duration angle-of-attack changes for flight 1081; free-stream turbulence of +0.1g for
planform 2.
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Figure 28. Predicted spanwise pressures on leading-edge test article at cruise and at low-altitude flight.
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Figure 29. JetStar flight-test conditions.
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Figure 30. Adverse Mach number effects for flights 1095, 1136, 1146, and 1153.
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